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 A: You can also get it from the compcacad, this version runs on ArchiCAD 23, 24 and 25 - 64 bit Windows (Vista, 7, 8 and 10). Note that it has not be tested on lower ArchiCAD versions. Q: Intermediate for the 3rd Degree Find an intermediate for the cubic equation $$x^3-3x^2-8x+8=0$$ I know that a root of the quadratic equation $ax^2+bx+c=0$ with $b^2-4ac=0$ is the mean of two roots. So
there are at least three solutions. The equation must have three different solutions. How do you make sure it has three different solutions? Actually the intermediate is the square root of the discriminant. In this case $$D=(x-2)(x+2)$$ and the discriminant is not equal to zero, therefore the intermediate is the same as the real roots and you have two. If the discriminant is not equal to zero you have three.

Note that the two quadratic equation can be written $$(x-2)(x+2)=(x-1)(x+1)$$ hence you have $$x_1=-1,x_2=1, x_3=-1$$ and $$(x-2)(x+2)=x^2+1$$ hence $$x_1=-1,x_2=1, x_3=2$$ Hint: $$(x-2)(x+2)=x^2+1$$ It has exactly two roots, but does not have a root $2$. Best way to work with Realm Objects in a Collection I am working with the Realm Mobile Platform and have an app with a User
Model that has a one-to-many relationship to another Collection. My question is, when it comes to iterating over the Collection, what is the best way to do so? I have tried using a simple ArrayList and a RealmList with no luck. private List users = new ArrayList(); private List getUsers() { return users; } 520fdb1ae7
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